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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 With reference to the data analysis, findings, and conclusions, the 

following are drawn: 

(1) Material, mental, relational, behavioral, verbal, and existential processes 

were uncovered in CNN Online News. The three types of processes that 

dominated the news were material processes, relational processes, and 

verbal processes. The most dominant process was Material Process 216 

(50,35 percent ), CNN Online News uncovered the following participants: 

actor, goal, sayer, carrier, attribute, verbiage, senser, phenomenon, target, 

existing, existence, behaver, token, value, receiver, behavior, and range. 

Actor and Goal were dominantly uncovered in the clauses of CNN Online 

News, there were 167 (26,38%) of Actor and 141 (22,27%) of Goal. Actor 

was the most dominant, and CNN Online News uncovered the following 

circumstances: Location, Cause, Manner, Accompaniment, Extent, Matter, 

Angle, and Role. The most dominant was Location 193 (60, 50 percent). 

(2) There were congruent and incongruent realization of transitivity system. 

The most dominant was congruent realization. The transitivity system 

realization of congruent and incongruent realization covered almost all 

types of processes and Only incongruent realization of existential process 

was realized. The congruent realization happened due to of the use of 

human or animate being that could do something physically. The 

incongruent realization happened due to of the use of inanimate participant 
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by which actor didn’t have capacity of human like that could do something 

physically, experience something, describe and say something. 

(3) The transitivity system elements were realized in the ways they were 

based on the context of the situation in this study's field. The field 

represents three entries: arena/social activity [+institutionalized/-

institutionalized], participant characteristics [person/social], and semantic 

domain [+specialized/-specialized]. Arena/social activity, particularly [-

institutionalized], was the most dominant entry in the text. It refers to a 

social activity that is free from the influence of official institution. It 

means that an arena/social activity in the text of CNN Online News is not 

constrained by institutional rules or requirements.  

 

5.2 Suggestion 

In line with the conclusions, the suggestions are staged as follows:  

(1) Other researchers are advised to recognize that the six categories of 

transitivity have distinct meanings when portraying a clause in English. 

They recommended learning more about the many forms of transitivity 

processes in order to be able to assess text or speech produced in English 

using the transitivity system. 

 (2a) It is suggested both of English teachers and lecturers to teach new 

grammar system like systemic functional linguistics beside the traditional 

grammar, so it can be avoid confusion for the English learners in the 

future. 

(2b) It is also suggested that futher studies should be done by using more 

sources of the data and different research design. 


